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ACRL Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education

1. The information literate student determines the nature and extent of the information needed.
2. The information literate student accesses needed information effectively and efficiently.
3. The information literate student evaluates information and its sources critically and incorporates selected information into his or her knowledge base and value system.
4. The information literate student, individually or as a member of a group, uses information effectively to accomplish a specific purpose.
5. The information literate student understands many of the economic, legal, and social issues surrounding the use of information and accesses and uses information ethically and legally.
Standard #2: Students can’t search effectively
Searching and search terms
Choosing the right tool
Standard #3: Evaluation of sources

**CRAP detection**
- Currency
- Reliability
- Authority
- Purpose/point of view

**DHMO**
**Mankato**
**Medpedia**
DHMO

Welcome to the web site for the Dihydrogen Monoxide Research Division (DMRD), currently located in Newark, Delaware. The controversy surrounding dihydrogen monoxide has never been more widely debated, and the goal of this site is to provide an unbiased data clearinghouse and a forum for public discussion.

Explore our many Special Reports:
- Dihydrogen Monoxide FAQ
- Enviro Impact of DHMO
- DHMO and Cancer
- DHMO Research
- DHMO in the Dairy Industry
- MSDS for DHMO
- DHMO Conspiracy
- Editorial: Truth about DHMO
- Fake Email SPAM Alert
- Linking to DHMO.org

DHMO Related Info:
- National Consumer Coalition Against DHMO
- Environmental Protection Agency
- NIH National Toxicology Program
- Centers for Disease Control & Prevention
- National Cancer Institute
- Green Party, New
Mankato

Let's "Make It In Mankato"!!

Mankato, Minnesota is truly a wonderland. Tucked into the Emerald Green Valley in Southern Minnesota, it is the hidden vacation Mecca of scores of knowing Midwesterners. Mankato has everything thanks to a freak of nature: the Sелеа Fissure. This fissure in the earth's crust takes water seeping through the earth, heats it to well over 165 degrees, and sends it back up to the surface in steam pits and boil holes. The heat from these pits and holes heats the valley air to such an extent that the winter temperature in many Mankato neighborhoods has never dropped below a balmy 70 degrees!!! Come enjoy our winters! Let's "Make It Mankato"!! We are real, we are warm and we would love to see you!!

LufsaHome in Mankato.
The original fictional "Castle Dracula"
from Bram Stoker's novel.
Mankato disclaimer

STANDARD DISCLAIMER

This product is meant for educational purposes only. Any resemblance to real persons living or dead is purely coincidental. All models are over 18 years of age. Void where prohibited, taxed or bottled. Some assembly required. May cause birth defects... retroactively. Fire when ready... who cares about eye whites. List each check separately by bank number. Batteries not included. Contents may settle during shipment. Incoming! Use only as directed. No other warranty expressed or implied. Do not use while operating a motor vehicle or heavy equipment. Postage will be paid by addressee. Subject to CAB approval. This is not an offer to sell securities. Apply only to affected area. Dr. Livingston I presume. May be too intense for some viewers. Do not stamp. Use other side for additional listings. For recreational use only. Do not disturb. If condition persists, consult your physician. No user-serviceable parts inside. Freshest if eaten before date on carton. Subject to change without notice. Times approximate. May contain nuts. Simulated picture. Never trust anyone over 30. Does anyone really know what time it is? Fight the power. Different strokes for different folks. No postage necessary if mailed in the United States. Please remain seated until the ride has come to a complete stop. Breaking seal constitutes acceptance of agreement. For off-road use only. Barking dogs seldom bite. Beauty is only skin deep. Ugly is clear through to the bone. As seen on TV. Wait until sundown. One size fits all. Many suitcases look alike. Contains a substantial amount of non-tobacco ingredients. Colors may fade. Do not stick tongue in wall socket. We have sent the forms which seem right for you. Slippery when wet. COD. For office use only. Not affiliated with the American Red Cross. Drop in any mailbox. Edited for television. Keep cool; process promptly. Post Office will not deliver without postage. List was current at time of printing. Return to sender, no forwarding order on file, unable to forward. Not responsible for direct, indirect, incidental or consequential damages resulting from any defect, error or failure to perform. At participating locations only. Not the Beatles. Bridge pavement freezes first. You have relatives in the old country? I know nothing. Penalty for private use. All employees must wash their hands before leaving the rest room. See label for sequence. Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. Do not write below this line. Falling rock. Lost ticket pays maximum rate. Your canceled check is your receipt. Add toner. Waitress will seat you. Place stamp here. Avoid contact with skin. Sanitized for your protection. No COD. Be sure each item is properly endorsed. Sign here without admitting guilt. Slightly higher west of the Mississippi. Employees and their families are not eligible. Beware of dog. Contestants have been briefed on some questions before the show. Limited time offer, call now to ensure prompt delivery. You must be present to win. Do not spit in the sidewalk. Do not pee in the pool. Do not swim in the toilet. No passes accepted for this engagement. No purchase necessary. Look for the Union label. We are not satisfied until you are. Processed at location stamped in code at top of carton. Shading within a garment may occur. Use only in a well-ventilated area. Keep away from fire or flames. Replace with same type. Approved for veterans. Booths for two or more. Check here if tax deductible. Please seal yourself. Some equipment shown is optional. Free, free, free!! Price does not include taxes. No Canadian coins. Not recommended for children. Not recommended. Prerecorded for this time zone. Mine eyes have seen the glory. Reproduction strictly prohibited. No solicitors. No alcohol, dogs, or horses. Moyle...what moyle? No anchovies unless otherwise specified. Caution: may contain peanuts and/or small rodents. Restaurant package, not for resale. List at least two alternate dates. Children and new patients welcome. First pull up, then pull down. Call toll free number before digging. LSMFT. Driver does not carry cash. Ask about our truck and carry bag. Child care available during services. Confidential testing and treatment of sexually transmitted diseases. You are the "U" in union. Some of the trademarks mentioned in this product appear for identification purposes only. 24 hour emergency service. One dollar off on Tuesdays. Objects in mirror may be closer than they appear. Record additional transactions on back of previous stub. Unix is a registered trademark of AT&T. Do not fold, spindle, or mutilate. Where is the Beef? Exact change only. You think you have problems? No transfers issued until the bus comes to a complete stop. Do not leave your seat until the aircraft has come to a full stop at the gate. Tax included. Please save this information. Approved by Dr. Mary. In
Resources

• *The Library Instruction Cookbook* (2009) edited by Ryan Sittler and Douglas Cook
Thank you!
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